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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Works of the last years show activity of scientists on introduction of neurobiofeedback training in process of 
athletes training. At the same time, authors emphasize the need of further carrying out researches for this 
field of knowledge, first of all, caused by insufficiency of empirical data. The purpose of work was identification 
of athletes' brain features of bioelectric activity, and determination of the importance of neurobiofeedback 
effects in effectiveness forecasting of their competitive activity. With 101 athletes the neurobiofeedback 
course directed to increase in power of EEG in the alpha range by means of a hardware and software system 
of "BOSLAB-ALFA" was conducted. Prior to a training and after its termination by means of the 19-channel 
electroencephalograph "Neuron Range 3" "background" EEG registered. After a neurobiofeedback course 
the effectiveness of competitive activity at each athlete which was considered as successful was estimated 
if exceeded the result received at the same rank previous competitions. The statistical analysis of the 
obtained data was carried out by means of software packages of "StatPack" and "SPSS 13". Results of the 
conducted research have allowed to distinguish the peculiar " the athlete's encephalographic portrait" which 
is characterized by more expressed activity in a theta - and delta ranges, the insufficient relative power of 
brain bioelectric activity in the alpha range. And also to establish the informative indicators of post-training 
changes of EEG determining distinctions by success of competitive activity with an accuracy of recognition 
of 100%. Keeping EEG the signs characteristic of women, sportswomen differ from sportsmen in set of post-
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Modern sports activity demands achievement of a limit of human opportunities and places extremely great 
demands on mentality and a functional condition of athletes (Tregubova and Tarasov, 2014; Kraynova and 
Berdichevskaya, 2013). 
 
For achievement of the goals and the solution of objectives various methods of self-control are actively used. 
The most effective of them is the neurobiofeedback (Blumenstein and Orbach, 2014) which is based on 
physiological mechanisms, promoting improvement of sports effectiveness (Cherapkina et al., 2012; 
Cherapkina, 2012; Strizhkova, O.U. et al., 2014), allowed for use by WADA. Works of the last years show 
activity of scientists on introduction of neurobiofeedback in process of training of athletes. In maintenance 
and achievement of a condition of optimum performance Silverman (2011) were engaged in studying of use 
of biofeedback and Todd T. (2011), Sherlin L. et al. (2011), Strack B. et al. (2011) other. 
 
In works of Dupee et al. (2011-2016), Ford et al. (2016), Blumenstein and Orbach (2014) it is shown that 
neurobiofeedback in combination with biofeedback in other physiological parameters allows the athlete, 
including the top skills, to develop strategy of control and control of the main physiological mechanisms and 
further to use for achievement of an optimum functional state. 
 
At the same time, authors emphasize the need of further carrying out researches for this field of knowledge, 
first of all, caused by insufficiently studied physiological mechanisms, small selections, limited number of the 
studied sports and big interindividual variability of indicators of EEG. 
 
The purpose of the presented work was identification of features of bioelectric activity of the athletes brain 
taking into account gender distinctions, and determination of the importance of effects of neurobiofeedback 
in competitive activity effectiveness forecasting. 
 
RESEARCH METHODS AND ORGANIZATION 
 
Athletes of 22 sports specializations (n=101), part of them has participated in a research: 26 people did 
acyclic nonstandard variables, 45 athletes did acyclic standard variables, 30 people did cyclic sports. Average 
age of the examined persons - 19±0,1 years. Experience of sports activities is not less than 5 years. On 
sports qualification athletes were divided as follows: 3 athletes had a rank of the world class master of sports; 
a rank of the Master of Sports 24 persons have; 36 athletes are the candidate for the Master of Sports; 23 
persons had the first adult category; the second adult category are 15 people. Among surveyed there were 
59 young men, and 42 girls. Any violations of sexual differentiation haven’t been revealed. All athletes gave 
the written agreement to participation in the research. 
 
The course of neurobiofeedback directed to increase in power of EEG in the alpha range by Pogadaeva 
(2001) technique was conducted with each athlete by means of a hardware and software system of 
"BOSLAB-ALFA" (IMBB, Russia). Prior to training and after the termination at athletes in standard conditions 
(lying at the closed eyes) EEG by means of the 19-channel electroencephalograph "Neuron Range 3" was 
registered ("Neyrosoft", Russia), electrodes settled down according to the international scheme "10-20" 
(installation monopolar, reference electrodes - ear). The segment from 8 eras which are blocked for 50%, of 
1024 steps was analyzed. The studied characteristics of biopotentials of a brain were calculated for 16 
assignments in four frequency ranges: the delta (0,4-3,9 Hz), a theta (4,3-7,8 Hz), an alpha (8,2-12,9 Hz), a 
beta (13,3-19,9 Hz) of activity (use of the term "activity" is caused by the fact that allocation of the studied 
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component from EEG was carried out only on frequency sign (Zenkov, 1996). Record EEG of each of athletes 
was compared to "norm". As "norm" the record created by merge of the records EEG received at 50 students 
who weren't playing sports and not having pathology of neurologic type (Ravens et.al., 2003) was used. The 
examined athletes in the anamnesis also had no injuries and diseases of TsNS. 
 
In addition at 52 athletes (24 young men and 28 girls) after a course of neurobiofeedback the effectiveness 
of competitive activity which was considered as successful was estimated if exceeded the result received at 
the previous competitions of the same rank. 
 
The statistical analysis of the obtained data was carried out by means of software packages of "StatPack" 
and "SPSS 13". The nonparametric statistical test of Mann-Whitney is applied to assessment of probability 
of credibility of a hypothesis of uniformity of two selections (more precisely – equalities of medians). The 
discriminant analysis with a step-by-step method of Wilks has been used for identification of the factors 
defining efficiency of training. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The analysis of the obtained data has shown that higher power of bioelectric activity of a brain in comparison 
with "norm" is characteristic of overwhelming number of athletes: in the delta range in all studied assignments 
(fig.  1), in a theta - and beta ranges – in 14 assignments from 16 (statistically significant difference wasn't a 
theta range and T4, C4 of beta range only in assignments of C4, P3). Power in the alpha range tends to 
violation of typical topographical distribution. At athletes power in this range is higher in comparison with 
"norm" in forward areas of a brain (assignment of Fp1, Fp2, F7, F8) and the left temporal area (assignment of 
T3, T5) and below in right frontal (assignment of F4) and central occipital areas of both hemispheres 
(assignment of C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2). 
 

 
The size of relative power of bioelectric activity of a brain in the delta range at athletes exceeded these 
"norms" practically on all assignments (an exception assignments of Fp2, F8, T4, T6 have made) (fig. 2), in a 
theta range this indicator generally corresponded to data of "norm". The exception was made back temple 
area of the right hemisphere (assignment of T6) in which at athletes higher relative power in a theta range, 
and frontal areas of the left hemisphere (assignment of Fp1, F3) in which, on the contrary, the relative 
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contribution of power in a theta range was below "norm" was more often observed. Relative power in the 
alpha range in the studied assignments (except for assignments: Fp2, F8, T4) at an overwhelming part of 
athletes was less "norm". In the beta range athletes were characterized by the smaller size of relative power 
in the left hemisphere (this difference only in assignments of C3 and P3 wasn't observed), and lack of 
statistically significant differences in comparison with the norms group in the right hemisphere (the exception 
has made assignment of T4). 

 
 
Frequency of waves of EEG at athletes in the studied ranges in the majority of assignments had no 
statistically significant distinctions with indicators of the norm group (fig. 3). There didn't correspond to this 
distribution lower sizes of average frequency in the delta range of left hemisphere of 6 to assignments (Fp1, 
F3, T3, C3, P3, O1), in a theta range in occipital area of both hemispheres (assignment of O1, O2), in the beta 
range in the left front temporal area and mid temporal areas of both hemispheres (assignment of F7, T3, T4). 
In the alpha range frequency in the left back temporal area (assignment of T5) has appeared above data of 
"norm". 

 
 
The analysis of integrated indicators of EEG has shown that athletes in all assignments, except for the right 
front forehead area (assignment of Fp2), had a size of the integrated index more "standard", and size of the 
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age index in all registered assignments – there is less "norm" (fig. 4). 

 
 
One more distinctive feature of a pattern of EEG of athletes was easing of coherence of EEG that according 
to literary data (Tarasova et al., 2010) is sign of high creativity. At the same time diffusion reduction of level 
of coherence of EEG was observed at 36 of surveyed (fig.5A). At 50 athletes at the general lower level of 
coherent communications strengthening of interaction between left parietal (P3) and right occipital (O2) by 
areas (fig. 5B), as we know, providing the spatial organization of movements was observed. 

 
In fact the organization of a brain at men and women from the earliest age goes on a different way (Danilova, 
2012). For a further research all examined athletes have been divided into two groups: young men (n=59) 
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have made the first group, girls (n=42) – the second. 
 
Intergroup comparison of the obtained data has shown that the big size of spectral power of EEG in the right 
hemisphere and medial assignments (mainly parietal and occipital area) of the left hemisphere (fig. 6) is 
characteristic of sportswomen in comparison with athletes. At the same time with increase in frequency (from 
delta range to beta range) the number of assignments in which distinctions are observed increases. 
 

 
 
The contribution of the relative power (fig. 7) in the delta range practically in all assignments (an exception 
assignments of T4, P3, O2 have made) at girls has appeared less, than at young men, and in the beta range, 
on the contrary, - it is more (except for assignment of P4). In a theta - and alpha ranges of the girl differed 
from young men with a bigger size of relative power to 4 assignments (Fp2, F7, F4, T3 – in a theta range; Fp2, 
C4, T3, O1 – in the alpha range). 
 

 
 
Girls in comparison with young men had more expressed (mainly interhemispherical) coherence of 
fluctuations of EEG in the alpha range, especially in central occipital areas of a brain (fig. 8). Corsi-Cabrera 
et al. (1989) was also established that in a condition of relative rest the interhemispherical correlation in the 
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alpha range of frequencies in the central, parietal and occipital assignments at women is higher, than at men. 
Statistically significant differences of this indicator in other ranges of frequencies between girls and young 
men haven't been revealed. 
 

 
The analysis of average frequency in the studied ranges of frequencies has shown that in the girl 's beta range 
differed in nothing from young men (fig. 9), and in the alpha range had higher frequency practically on all 
assignments (an exception assignments of P4, O2 have made). According to literature (Zenkov, 1996), the 
big frequency of an alpha rhythm at women is connected with higher psychometric rates. In Tumyalis's 
researches with coauthors (2010) it is shown that the frequency of an alpha rhythm is connected with specific 
features of experience of positive and negative emotions: individuals with a high individual frequency of alpha 
activity take memory traces easier, represent in imagination more distinctly and more intensively endure an 
emotional condition of joy, than anger. 
 

 
In a theta range at girls in comparison with young men big frequency in assignments of Fp2, C3, P3, T5 was 
observed. According to Golubeva (2005), frequency the theta rhythm progressively increases at low levels 
of an activity and decreases at high. At the same time, Van Baal et al.  (2001) was defined that heritability of 
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EEG of characteristics in C3 and P3 assignments the theta range best of all speaks a genotype - the 
environmental model considering sexual distinctions. 
 
In the delta range of the girl differed from young men in lower frequency only in one assignment – T4 which 
projection of cortical localization is connected with the field 22 across Brodman, known as the field Vernike. 
At the same time, according to Razumnikova and Bryzgalov (2005), women generate words more, than men. 
 
The analysis of integrated indicators has shown that girls in comparison with young men were characterized 
by the smaller size of the integrated index in all studied assignments, except for assignment of O2, and 
distinctions in size of the age index hasn't been revealed (tab. 1). 

 
 
By the discriminant analysis it has been defined that at young men the success of competitive activity was 
defined by post-training sizes of absolute power in a theta range of the left temporal area (assignment of T5) 
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and also changes of values of the age index in temporal area of the right hemisphere (assignment of T6), 
absolute frequency in parietal area of the left hemisphere (assignment of P3), coherence in F3-Fp2, power in 
the delta and a theta range in average and temporal area of the left hemisphere (assignment of T3) and power 
in the alpha range in the right parietal area (assignment of P4) (tab. 2). One discriminant function explaining 

100% of dispersion has been received by a settlement way (2=41,860; P<0,001), has made coefficient of 
initial correlation - 0,947. Accuracy of forecasting was 100%. Average values of discriminant functions are 
presented in table 3. 
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At girls the success of competitive activity was defined by bigger association of post-training indicators: 
absolute and relative power in the alpha range of the right parietal area (assignment of P4); sizes of 
interspherical coherence mainly in forward areas of a cerebral cortex (F3-F4, F3-Fp1, F4-F7, F7-T3, F8-Fp1, O1-
T5); the size of the age index in the left parietal area (assignment of P3); and also changes of relative power 
in the left hemisphere in delta range (assignment of F3, O1, T3) and alpha range (assignment of Fp1); age 
(assignment of C3) and integrated (assignments of O1, T5) indexes, coherence size in assignment of C4-F8 
(tab. 4). 
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As a result of calculations at girls one discriminant function explaining 100% of dispersion has been received 

too (2=122,650; P<0,001), has made coefficient of initial correlation - 1,000. Accuracy of forecasting was 

100%. Average values of discriminant functions are presented in table 5. 

 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The researches conducted within the real work have allowed to reveal the special pattern of EEG inherent in 
the vast majority of athletes and characterized by more expressed activity in a theta - and delta ranges, the 
insufficient relative power of bioelectric activity of a brain in the alpha range, the absolute power, bigger in 
comparison with "norm", in the alpha range in forward areas of a brain (this feature has been noted also by 
other researchers working with athletes (Popova et al., 2006)), the low size of the age index, higher size of 
the integrated index and easing of coherence. Comparison of the obtained data with data of references, 
namely: manifestation of more expressed delta activity and an alpha rhythm, smaller on power, - with 
aggression (Fishbein et al., 1989 ); bigger expressiveness of an alpha rhythm in frontal assignments - with 
tendency to risky activity (Kudrin et al., 2014); rhythms a theta range – with motivation (Dubrovinskaya and 
Machinskaya, 2002), including with motivation of achievement as property of the personality (Konareva, 
2009), selective attention (Basar-Eroglu and Demiralp, 2001; Machinskaya et al., 2016) and procedural 
memory (Klimesch, 1997); the reduced coherence - with independent data processing; the low size of the 
age index, - not only with turning on of brake mechanisms, but also, most likely, being based on the data of 
Gevins et al. (1997), Kamzanova (2011), and, in particular, Stroganova (2001), - with prevalence of 
endogenous attention, and higher size of the integrated index – with weakening of external influences due to 
creation of an internal cycle of work of neurons (Sokolov, 1969), - allows to speak about allocation of a 
peculiar " encephalographic portrait of the athlete" with "sports rage" inherent in him, ability to work in extreme 
conditions, abstraction if necessary from the environment, the result having high motivation on achievement 
and ability to expense of the maximum strong-willed efforts for achievement of the required purpose. 
 
Specification of this "portrait" and its change in process of self-control with biological feedback, certainly, are 
individual and in many respects are defined by set of different factors, including sexual distinctions. 
 
The bioelectric activity of a brain of sportswomen in comparison with athletes is characterized by higher 
frequency of an alpha rhythm, a large amount of beta activity, smaller size of the integrated index and more 
expressed coherence of fluctuations of EEG in the alpha range, especially in central occipital areas of a brain. 
 
Keeping EEG the signs characteristic of women, sportswomen differ from sportsmen in set of post-training 
predictors of success of competitive activity. 
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The possibility of competitive activities success forecasting for post-training indicators of EEG, in our opinion, 
will well be coordinated with methodology of system approach according to which in "usual conditions" (i.e. 
in conditions of relative rest) activity of integrative mechanisms "is hidden" in daily functioning of system. 
Neurobiofeedback, causing reorganizations of bioelectric activity of a brain, most likely, allows to open the 
intracerebral integrative processes (in the form of associations of informative indicators of post-training 
changes of EEG) determining distinctions by success of competitive activity of athletes of a different gender 
with an accuracy of recognition of 100%. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The bioelectric activity of an athletes’ brain is characterized by a number of the features forming a peculiar 
"the athlete’s encephalographic portrait". In comparison with sportsmen the sportswoman have the smaller 
size of the integrated index, and they keep EEG the signs characteristic in general of women (higher 
frequency of an alpha rhythm, bigger amount of beta activity, more expressed coherence of fluctuations of 
EEG in the alpha range, especially in central occipital areas of a brain). Changes of certain sets of indicators 
of EEG during a neurobiofeedback course allow to predict rather precisely success of competitive activity 
both at girls, and at the young men playing sports. 
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